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We consider the second-order gradient-like system
Utt+ g(Ut)={F(U ) (1)
where F : RN  R is analytic and g: RN  RN is Lipschitz and coercive with g(0)=0.
We prove the convergence of global and bounded solutions of (1) to some
equilibrium points.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT
In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior, as t  +, of bounded
semi-orbits for nonlinear second-order gradient-like systems of the form
Utt+ g(Ut)={F(U ), t0 (1.1)
where U=(u1 , u2 , ..., uN), {=(u1 , u2 , ..., uN ), F # W 2, loc (R
N, R),
and g is a possibly nonlinear locally Lipschitz continuous operator, for
instance a positive definite matrix ( g: RN  RN ).
The more simple first-order system
Ut={F(U ), t0 (1.2)
has been studied earlier in the literature. For any bounded solution U of
(1.2) it is immediate to check, using LaSalle’s invariance principle, that
Ut  0 as t  . If N=1, any solution of (1.2) actually tends to an equi-
librium point. As soon as N2 this becomes false in general: Even if N=2
and F # C(R2, R), a counter-example (due to Palis and de Melo [8])
shows that convergence can fail. However, under the additional assumption
F is analytic (1.3)
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any bounded solution of (1.2) tends to an equilibrium. This result, quoted
in [9], is apparently due to Lojasiewicz [7] and relies on a very interesting
estimate linking the norm of {F(U ) to the potential F(U ) when F is
analytic.
For system (1.1), if N=1 convergence to an equilibrium is again obtained,
which means that Ut  0 and U(t)  a as t   with {F(a)=0. The proof
is considerably more involved than in the first-order case (cf. [2, 3]), and
actually this result also follows as a corollary from the general results of
Hale and Raugel [1]. If N2 one has to expect counter-examples of the
same kind as in [8].
Under suitable conditions on g we shall see below that every bounded
semi-orbit (U(t), Ut(t)) of (1.1) is such that
lim
t  +
[&Ut &+dist(U(t), S)]=0 (1.4)
where we denote by &x& the norm of x in RN and S=[a # RN{F(a)=0].
It is therefore natural to wonder what happens when F is assumed to be
analytic.
In fact, in this paper we prove the following convergence result
Theorem 1.1. Assume that F satisfies (1.3), let g be such that
( g(v), v) c &v&2, \v # RN (1.5)
&g(v)&C &v&, \v # RN (1.6)
with 0<cC< and let U # W 1, (R+, RN ) be a solution of (1.1). Then
there exists a # S such that:
lim
t  +
[&Ut(t)&+&U(t)&a&]=0.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.1. In
Section 3 we give examples of the application of the theorem as well as an
extension of our result.
Remark 1.2. The analyticity hypothesis in the study of asymptotics is
also useful for infinite dimensional systems. Such systems have been studied
previously by Simon [9] who proved, in particular, a convergence result
of the global solution of a heat equation with analytic nonlinearity. In
the same paper, a second-order PDE of elliptic type was also considered,
corresponding to quite a different situation where bounded solutions are
exceptional.
Remark 1.3. It is instructive to compare our result with previous results of
the first author [3]. The result in [3] is proved for any nonlinearity F and
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for some nonlinear damping terms g(Ut) but only if N=1. On the other
hand, our result is valid for any N integer, but it is restricted to analytic
nonlinearities, and we have rather strong restrictions on the damping term g(Ut).
Actually, because Ut is bounded, it is sufficient to assume
( g(v), v)c(R) &v&2, \v # RN, &v&R (1.5$)
&g(v)&C(R) &v&, \v # RN, &v&R. (1.6$)
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
The object of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. A crucial role will be
played by the following lemma due to Lojasiewicz [6].
Lemma 2.1 (Lojasiewicz Theorem [6]). Let F : RN  R be an analytic
function in a neighborhood of a point a in RN. Then there exists _>0 and
0<%< 12 such that:
&{F(x)&|F(x)&F(a)| 1&% \x # RN &x&a&<_.
For the proof of this lemma we refer to [6] Proposition 1 page 92.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let U # W 1, (R+, RN ) be a solution of (1.1).
First we show that
lim
t  +
&Ut(t)&=0. (2.1)
On multiplying (1.1) by Ut and integrating over (0, t) we find
1
2&Ut(t)&
2& 12&Ut(0)&
2+|
t
0
( g(Us(s)), Us) ds=F(U(t))&F(U(0)).
Hence &Ut&2 # L1(0, ). On the other hand, as a consequence of the
equation, Utt # L(R+, RN ), therefore &Ut(t)&2 is uniformly continuous on
R+ and obviously (2.1) follows. Now let (U0 , U1) # RN_RN such that the
solution U of (1.1) with initial data (U0 , U1) is global and bounded, and
we define the |-limit set of (U0 , U1) by:
|(U0 , U1)=[a # RN, _tn  , U(tn)  a when  ].
We know that |(U0 , U1) is a nonempty compact, connected set. As a
consequence of (2.1) we also have (and we refer to [2] for a simple proof)
|(U0 , U1)/S. Hence (1.4) is proved.
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Up to now, we did not use (1.3). This shall be done via some differential
inequalities.
Let a be in |(U0 , U1 ), make the variable change U=a+V, and, if we
set g(V )=F(a+V )&F(a) (hence {g(V )={F(U )), then we can assume
that a=0 and F(0)=0, {F(0)=0.
Now let = be a positive real, and we define, for all t # R+,
E(t)= 12&Ut&
2&F(U )&= ({F(U ), Ut) , (2.2)
where the inner product in RN is denoted by ( , ).
We have for all t0
E$(t)=&( g(Ut), Ut) &= ({2F(U ) .Ut , Ut) &= ({F(U ), Utt ) ,
where {2F denotes the Hessian matrix of F. Then
E$(t)&( g(Ut), Ut)&= ({2F(U ) .Ut , Ut)&= &{F(U )&2
+= &{F(U )& &g(Ut)&.
We choose = small enough such that = &{2F(U )&<c2, therefore
E$(t)&
c
2
&ut&2&= &{F(U )&2+= &{F(U )& &g(Ut)&. (2.3)
Then there exists =0 such that \= # [0, =0), \t0 and (2.3) becomes
&E$(t)
=
2
(&Ut &+&{F(U )&)2. (2.4)
So E$(t)0 for all t0. Since 0 # |(U0 , U1), from (2.4) it follows that
E(t)  0 as t   and E(t)0 for all t0.
On the other hand, let % be as in Lemma 2.1, then we obtain
&
d
dt
[E(t)]%=&%E$(t)[E(t)]%&1. (2.5)
By using the CauchySchwarz inequality, we get
[E(t)]1&%=[ 12&Ut&2&F(U )&= ({F(U ), Ut)]1&%
&Ut&2(1&%)+|F(U )| 1&%+&{F(U )&1&% &Ut &1&%. (2.6)
Thanks to Young’s inequality we obtain
&{F(U )&1&% &Ut &1&%&{F(U )&+&Ut &(1&%)%.
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Then (2.6) becomes
[E(t)]1&%&Ut &2(1&%)+|F(U )| 1&%+&{F(U )&+&Ut&(1&%)%. (2.7)
Since 0 # |(U0 , U1), there exists a sequence tn   such that U(tn)  0
when n  . So there is N>0 such that for all nN:
&U(tn)&<
_
2
,
4
%=
[E(tn)]%<
_
2
(2.8)
&Ut(t)&1 \ttN . (2.9)
(This last inequality follows from (2.1) and _ is as in Lemma 2.1.) Let
t =Sup[ttN , &U(s)&<_ on [tN , t]]. (2.10)
By using Lemma 2.1, (2.7), and (2.9) we have for all t # (tN , t ):
[E(t)]1&%2(&Ut &+&{F(U )&). (2.11)
Now we distinguish two cases. Either there exists t0 # R+ such that E(t0)=0,
so that E(t)=0 \tt0; thus it follows from (2.4) and by backward uniqueness
that we have a stationary solution. Otherwise, by combining (2.5), (2.4),
and (2.11) we obtain for all t # (tN , t ):
&
d
dt
[E(t)]%
%=
4
(&Ut&+&{F(U)&). (2.12)
By integrating (2.12) in t over (tN , t ) we get:
|
t
tN
&Ut& dt
4
%=
[E(tN)]%. (2.13)
But if t <, we deduce:
&U(t )&|
t
tN
&Ut& dt+&U(tN )&.
Combining (2.8) and (2.13) yields &U(t )&<_, which immediately contradicts
(2.10), and therefore t =. Then (2.13) becomes
|

tN
&Ut& dt
4
%=
[E(tN )]%<. (2.14)
Now (2.14) implies the existence of the limit for U as t  . Theorem 1.1
is completely proved.
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3. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS
If S is discrete, then by the connectedness of |(U0 , U1 ), we know that
|(U0 , U1) is a singleton and the convergence follows. We give here three
examples of second-order gradient-like systems with analytic nonlinearity
and for which we have a ‘‘continuum’’ of equilibrium points.
Example 1. We consider the differential system
{
utt+ut=*uv&u3
(3.1)
vtt+vt=
*
2
u2&
*2
2
v
(u(0), v(0))=(u0 , v0)
(ut(0), vt(0))=(u1 , v1)
where * is a real, *{0, and (u0 , v0 , u1 , v1) # R4. This system is gradient
with respect to
F(u, v)=&
1
4
u4+
*
2
u2 v&
*2
4
v2,
which is obviously analytic.
If we denote by S=[(u, v) # R2{F(u, v)=(0, 0)], then S=[(a, a2*),
a # R]. All solutions are global and convergence now follows from Theorem 1.1.
Note that in this example we have dim[ker({2F(u, v))]=1 for all (u, v) in
S and the convergence here can also be deduced from the general result
of Hale and Raugel [1].
Remark 3.1. In R2, if {2F (u, v)  0 for all (u, v) # S, then dim[ker
({2F(u, v))]1 for all (u, v) # S, in particular for all (u, v) # |(u0 , v0 ; u1 , v1)
and the convergence follows from the result of [1]. We give two examples
for which we cannot apply the result of [1].
Example 2. We consider the differential system
{utt+ut+(u
2+v2&R2)2 u=0
vtt+vt+(u2+v2&R2)2 v=0
(3.2)
where R # R. This system is gradient with respect to
F(u, v)=&16 (u
2+v2&R2)3
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and
S=[(u, v) # R2u2+v2=R2] _ [(0, 0)].
The behavior of solutions as t   crucially depends upon the sign of their
total energy
E(t)= 12 (u
2
t +v
2
t )&F(u, v).
More precisely, if for some t00, E(t0)<0, then (u(t), v(t))  (0, 0) at
infinity. On the other hand, if E(t)0 for all t0, then (u(t), v(t)) tends
to the circle [(u, v) # R2u2+v2=R2]. Therefore
v If E(0)<0, (u(t), v(t))  (0, 0) at infinity.
v If E(0)=0, then either (ut(0), vt(0))=(0, 0) in which case (u(t),
v(t))#(u0 , v0). Or (ut(0), vt(0)){(0, 0), in which case E$(0)<0, and, by the
first case, (u(t), v(t))  (0, 0) at infinity.
v If E(0)>0, we have to apply Theorem 1.1. We obtain (u(t), v(t)) 
a # S as t   and in general it is difficult to decide whether or not a=(0, 0).
Note that the use of Theorem 1.1 becomes necessary only in the third
case. Also, if (ut(0), vt(0)) is proportional to (u(0), v(0)), the solution remains
on a straight line passing through (0, 0) and the convergence result becomes
trivial. However, in general, Theorem 1.1 is necessary: Indeed for all (u, v) # S,
{2F(u, v)#0 which implies dim(ker({2F(u, v)))=2 and then we cannot
apply the result of [1].
Example 3. We consider the differential system
{utt+ut+(u
2+v4&R2)2 u=0
vtt+vt+2(u2+v4&R2)2 v3=0
(3.3)
where R # R. This system is gradient with respect to
F(u, v)=&16 (u
2+v4&R2)3
and
S=[(u, v) # R2u2+v4=R2] _ [(0, 0)].
As in Example 2, the asymptotic behavior of (u(t), v(t)) is related to the
sign of the total energy. The conclusions are exactly the same with the
circle [(u, v) # R2u2+v2=R2] replaced by the set [(u, v) # R2u2+v4=R2].
Here also we have for all (u, v) # S, {2F(u, v)#0 which implies
dim(ker({2F(u, v)))=2 and then we cannot apply the result of [1].
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Remark 3.2. Theorem 1.1 in particular is valid for the system
Utt+AUt={F(U )
where A is an N_N matrix satisfying
(AU, U): &U&2
for some :>0 and F satisfies (1.3). In particular, we can treat asymptotic
behavior in the three examples above if the dissipation term Ut=(ut , vt) is
replaced by (: ut , ; vt) for any :>0, ;>0.
Remark 3.3. Of course it is also possible to treat higher-dimensional
systems. For instance, the general equation
Utt+AUt+(&U(t)&2&R2) p+1 U=0
is analogous to (3.2) in RN, with p a positive integer and A as above.
Infinite dimensional systems are an even more interesting case, such as hyper-
bolic semilinear equations of the form
{utt+ut&2u=f (u),u |0=0,
t0 x # 0 ;
t0.
In [5] convergence to an equilibrium is established when f is analytic and
the initial data u(0), ut(0) are smooth enough. For related work, we refer
to [1] and [4].
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